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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
RESPONDENT MEDIA TYPES

Cision’s annual survey of more than 1,550 North
American journalists and influencers reveals that
while most consumer trust reports indicate that
people have more faith in earned media than paid and

5%

owned, journalists perceive they are now struggling

4%
22%

7%

to maintain the public's trust. Despite being the most
trusted medium, confidence in the media eroded due

10%

to the presidential election and other factors. 2016
was a monumental year for news and the journalists
and influencers who covered it (click to tweet

).
11%

The results of this year’s survey indicate that journalists,
publishers and brand communicators need to
continue to provide relevant, authoritative, accurate
content to the public in order to preserve and rebuild
consumer trust.
Accurate public statements, press releases, brand
images, videos and data enable journalists and
influencers to tell better stories, deriving facts from
trusted and vetted sources. When communicators
pair compelling messages and format with pitching
best practices and prior knowledge of a writer’s work,
they can drive better and more accurate coverage
and increase earned media opportunities.
Over the past six years, Cision has also tracked the
trends of digital-first media and the rise of social
media as a journalistic resource. Findings show
that Facebook still dominates as the most valuable
channel for audience engagement, while video use
on social platforms as a whole is still nascent and
potentially under-utilized.

Another 2017 trend shows the market moving away
from sponsored content and native advertising and
towards mobile compatibility, video and imagebased content, social media as a journalistic resource
and influencer marketing. Journalists want story
Cision State of the Media Report 2017

18%
11%

Magazine
Individual Blog/Podcast

12%

Newspaper Daily (The
New York Times, WSJ.com)
Television

Social Media Influencer

Group Blog/Podcast

Newspaper Non-Daily

(Buzzfeed, Mashable)
Internet Video

Radio

ideas from credible industry experts and to gather
ideas and news from services like Help a Reporter
Out (HARO), PR Newswire for Journalists (PRNJ) and
ProfNet.
Media challenges show that a combination of lack of
resources and the fast pace of new media is pushing
some writers and publishers out of the industry.
Journalists are being asked to do more and with less
resources, often being forced to make cuts in fact
gathering and investigative journalism. The disruption
of media business impacts journalist's productivity
and performance, making the relationships between
brands, trusted newswires, journalists and influencers
even more vital than ever.
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JOURNALISTS STRUGGLE TO
CAPTUREAND HOLD TRUST
At a time when 81 percent of senior marketers believe

This lack of trust aligns with the 2017 Edelman Trust

earned media is more effective than paid media,

Barometer, which this year saw the public’s trust in the

communications executives are starting to recognize

media drop to a level matching distrust in government

the power of earned media to share their brand’s

officials.

message and to increase market share in this changing
consumer climate.

The fact that corporate brands are more trusted today
than either the government or the media gives them

Yet journalists and influencers feel that they are losing

a unique opportunity to help shore up the media’s

the public’s confidence, now more than ever. Ninety-

credibility. Executive brand voices hold more of the

one percent of journalists believe that the media is

public’s trust than the media which is a complete role

somewhat or much less trusted than they were three

reversal from a few years ago.

years ago (click to tweet

).

JOURNALISTIC PERCEPTION OF PUBLIC TRUST
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2017
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Facts vs. Feelings in News Stories Despite the fact that many

perceive journalistic outlets in the modern era to have an obsession with
being “first,” media professionals overwhelmingly disagree with that presumption. More than ever, journalists and influencers value accuracy over
speed. Ninety-two percent of respondents said that being right is more important than being first, up four percent from 2016 (click to tweet
). Influencers this year aligned more closely with journalists from last year, with
13 percent of respondents saying they think being first is more important.

THE PUBLIC VALUES FACTS OVER OPINIONS AND FEELINGS
Facts

60%
Opinions

15%
Feelings

25%

Because being right is viewed by journalists as being more important than
being first, it’s understandable that 60 percent of reporters believe the
public values facts over opinions or feelings. Just 25 percent of journalists
said they think the public values feelings the most.
Regarding the importance of facts, feelings and opinions, influencers were
split. Thirty-three percent stated that feelings were most important to the
public and 28 percent said opinions held the most sway.

Cision State of the Media Report 2017
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HOW CAN JOURNALISTS AND
PUBLISHERS INCREASE TRUST?
PITCHING PREFERENCES 2015-2017

Journalists want news outlets and publications
to focus more on fact-based reporting than
opinion-based coverage. In the 829 fill-in-theblank responses received, the word “facts” was
used in 23 percent of the responses, followed by
“accurate” 14 percent of the time, and “sources,”
11.58 percent.
One writer with the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
suggested, “Continue to present full, in-depth
reporting on issues that matter to your readers,
and continue to provide actual content worth
reading that makes the product worth what it
costs.”

92%

90%
80%
70%

2015

60%

2016

2017

50%
40%
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20%

2%

10%

1%

1%

4%

Social
Media
- Pitch
Publicly

Social
Media
- Pitch
Privately

0%

Email

Phone

Other

Connecting Journalists with Impactful
Story Ideas Journalists continue to prefer

92% of journalists and
influencers prefer email
pitches.

email as the primary means of contact, with more
than 90 percent of respondents indicating it as
the best way to directly pitch a story idea. Calling
journalists via phone or pitching through social
media have ranked below three percent since
we began asking this question. Journalists and
influencers particularly dislike being contacted
via telephone, with an eight percent uptick of
respondents who said that telephone pitches
are strictly off limits (click to tweet

Want to learn more about how the Cision Communications Cloud can transform your PR?
Visit www.cision.com/us/communications-cloud

).
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What Makes Journalists Pursue a Story? Newsworthiness and relevance to a journalist’s audience are

critical to gaining a journalist’s attention. The topics that communicators pitch to a journalist or influencer are
more important than how the story is pitched. This year, more than half of respondents said displaying knowledge
of past work, interests and beats is what drove an influencer or journalist to pursue a story. Twenty-four percent of
influencers and journalists said that providing product, event or issue details caused them to pursue a story.

Well known services like HARO, PRNJ and ProfNet also provide the media with a robust database of credible
industry experts for upcoming stories and daily opportunities for brands to secure valuable media coverage.

WHAT MAKES YOU PURSUE A STORY?

50%

2016

40%
30%
20%

44%

Change
35%
24%
16%

10%
0%
-10%
-20%

2017

51%

Thorough
-20%
product,
event, topic,
details

Displayed
knowledge of your
past work, interests
and strengths

13%

15%
2%

Previous
relationship with
the PR company or
representative

8%

10%

2%

Promise of
exclusivity

Both exclusivity and an existing relationship with a PR agency or representative continued to play roles in what
actually drives coverage. The message is loud and clear: if brands want to get a journalist’s attention, then brands
should show that they understand his or her beat and interests by pitching a story that fits both.

Cision State of the Media Report 2017
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Journalists and Influencers Rely on PR
Professionals Despite the relationship being

Influencer marketing is still an emerging industry

far from perfect, journalists continue to rely on public

and an enormous opportunity for public relations

relations professionals for story sources. The largest

professionals, but it is maturing quickly. As the ethics

proportion of media, 63 percent, said their reliance on

and processes of this new practice continue to evolve,

PR professionals has not changed. Twelve percent of

public relations professionals will play an integral role

respondents said they rely on PR professionals more

in shaping the industry.

than they used to, compared to 20 percent who said
the opposite.

Influencers faced challenges this year with the Federal

RELIANCE ON PR PROFESSIONALS

I do not work with
PR professionals

5%

2016

5%

2017

Trade Commission cracking down on disclosure rules
and issuing fines to brands who fail to have their
influencers declare their sponsorships. Separately, one
of the world’s largest content marketing and influencer
marketing companies, Mode Media, went belly-up.
Professional communicators will continue to play an
integral role as intermediaries between brands and

My reliance on PR
professionals has
not changed

influencers, and should help ensure influencers receive

67%

compensation for their work and that the work they do

63%

is within the confines of the law.

How Can PR Professionals Improve? Journalists’

False, I rely on PR
professionals more

desire to have communications professionals research

10%

their media outlets before pitching ranked at the

12%

top of the list for ways to improve the journalist/
communications

relationship.

Close

behind was the need to have pitches tailored to

17%

True, I rely on PR
professionals less

professional

suit the journalist’s beat. A major complaint from
journalists is that they receive too much spam and

20%

irrelevant pitches that sour their relationships with
0%

40%

60%

80%

100%

communicators. “Batch and blast” methods don’t work
and are counterproductive. By doing research up front
and then tailoring pitches to suit the specific journalists,

This year Cision connected with more than 350 bloggers

communications professionals can greatly improve

and social media influencers and this group is even

their media relationships and improve the chances

more polarized, with 18 percent saying they rely more

that their content gets media exposure (click to tweet

on PR professionals.

).
.

Want to learn more about how the Cision Communications Cloud can transform your PR?
Visit www.cision.com/us/communications-cloud
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HOW CAN PR PROFESSIONALS IMPROVE?
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

78.50%
72.77%
42.30%

Providing me with information and expert services

49.04%
35.00%

Respecting my pitching preferences

Being available on request

2017

Other

80% 90%

82.53%

Tailoring the pitch to suit my beat(s)/cover age

2016

70%
77.30%

Researching/Understanding my media outlet

Sharing my stories on social media

60%

36.27%
26.50%
30.96%
24.20%
25.42%
15.42%
16.20%

ADVICE FOR PR PROFESSIONALS
This year Cision had more than 150 responses in the “other category.” The most common
responses included:

1. PR professionals should write angles that are less commercial and more usable for general audiences.
2. 
Agencies and brands should produce in-house B-roll and sound clips relating to timely issues,
especially visuals or videos of a work site or a specific product’s use.

3. If you are willing to write and distribute a press release you should be willing to reply to a few questions
from journalists.

4. Write in AP Style, or at least spell things properly.
5. Stop spamming journalists and stop calling to follow up after spamming them.

Cision State of the Media Report 2017
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THE DIGITAL AND
SOCIAL MEDIA MIGRATION
With real-time media channels and live video outlets

More than one-third of survey respondents are from

such as Facebook Live growing in popularity, today’s

non-traditional media such as blogs, podcasts or social

media professional needs to be an adroit digital

media publishing, while about a quarter of respondents

content generator. State of the Media findings show

write for magazines.

that Facebook has become the leading audience
engagement tool (click to tweet

). Twitter remains

Only when brands communicate across both traditional

persistent as well, with journalists believing it has

and digital channels can they expect to reach the same

the greatest opportunity for growth. Journalists are

volume and diversity of audiences that they reached in

including social posts in their articles almost as often as

the past.

they insert images, and more often than they include
videos.
The need for brands to communicate across multiple
channels has grown in importance with the rise of
independent media influencers such as bloggers,
podcasters and social media personalities. As trust in
traditional media drops, influential individuals become
more important in the communications ecosystem.

TRADITIONAL VS. NEW MEDIA INFLUENCER

39%

Want to learn more about how the Cision Communications Cloud can transform your PR?
Visit www.cision.com/us/communications-cloud

61%

Traditional Media
New Media Influencer
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Most Valuable Channels for Audience Engagement Facebook’s channel value continues to dominate,

growing three percent over 2016. Forty-one and a half percent of survey respondents chose Facebook as the
most valuable channel for audience engagement (click to tweet

). Twitter saw a significant decline among

respondents, dropping 19 percent from 2016. One caveat to Twitter’s drop is that this year Cision included press
releases as a channel for the first time in the survey. Press releases ranked third after Facebook and Twitter with 15
percent of respondents choosing it as the most valuable audience engagement channel (click to tweet

).

MEDIA CHANNEL OF GREATEST VALUE
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%

41.55%
38.50%

2016

39.90%

2017

30.00%
25.00%
20.00%

21.25%

15.00%

15.30%

10.00%

9.64%

5.00%
0.00%

2.90%

Facebook

Twitter

Press Releases

Other

2.90%

5.04%

Instagram

Twenty-one percent of respondents cited Twitter as the channel with the greatest potential for growth. A Poynter
study from 2015 revealed that journalists are the largest and most active group of verified users on Twitter. Because
many people use Twitter as a means to understand what’s new from their favorite content sources, it makes sense
journalists would see such potential.

Cision State of the Media Report 2017
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Although journalists are optimistic about Twitter’s

In fact, State of the Media respondents may have lost

potential, the company continues to miss revenue

trust in information shared on social media, with 7

targets, driving its stock below $20 for much of last year

percent fewer agreeing that social media is a reliable

and into 2017, fueling speculation that the platform

resource for information than last year. Canadian

may be acquired by a larger, more profitable player.

respondents and influencers were more favorable of
social content, with 61 percent of influencers indicating

At the same time, Twitter could not be more visible,
with President Donald Trump using the platform to
communicate regularly with the public.
Although Snapchat did not rank as an important
engagement tool, six percent indicated it has the most

that social media is still a valued resource.

Video Use on Social Platforms Still Nascent
and Potentially Under-Utilized. Almost half of
respondents say they do not use new video features

of existing social platforms. However, of those who use

potential for growth — more than double the result

video, 41 percent say that they use Facebook Live, 19

from 2016.

percent are using Instagram and 17 percent have used

Is Social Media a Reliable Source for
Information? Journalists may be using social media

posts in their stories, but that doesn’t mean they

Twitter’s livestream features. This might be an untapped
medium for media professionals (click to tweet

SOCIAL MEDIA LIVE VIDEO FEATURE USE

automatically trust these sources for the content they
include in their articles. Social media has become a

46%

None of the above

49%

staple in the diet of a media professional. Despite the
potential, the majority still use it mainly as a medium to
share and broadcast their content to followers.

14%

Twitter Livestream

DO YOU FEEL THAT SOCIAL MEDIA IS A SOURCE OF
RELIABLE INFORMATION?

Snapchat Stories

17%
14%

29%

10.36%

29%

Instagram Stories

19%

2017

44%

56%

TRUE

).

41%

38%

Facebook Live

FALSE

41%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Twitter recently told shareholders it had 31 million
unique viewers watch more than 600 hours of live video
across 400 events between September and December.
Twitter Livestreams included political debates, football
games and concerts produced by major media outlets
and sponsored by premier brands like Pepsi.
Want to learn more about how the Cision Communications Cloud can transform your PR?
Visit www.cision.com/us/communications-cloud
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Regardless of new entrants into the live video market
like Facebook Live and Instagram Stories, YouTube’s
strength persists. Research by the UBS Evidence Lab

Using Multimedia, Social and Data Elements
to Increase Impact This year’s research indicates

that media professionals and journalists are trying

found that 36 percent of internet users viewed live

to make their stories and content more interactive.

video in the second half of 2016. Of those, 21 percent

When asked which multimedia or data elements they

watched that content on YouTube and only 14 percent

have included in articles over the past two to three

did the same on either Facebook Live or Snapchat Live

years, results show journalists are now more likely to

Stories. Influencers and bloggers had a similar rate

use images, videos, infographics and user generated

of video usage and were 10 percent more likely than

multimedia than data assets.

journalists to use Instagram stories.
Photos and social media posts rank first and second as
Live social media content is a new medium

the most popular forms of media used. This is why it is

which requires its own expertise and an engaged

critical for brands to execute a data-driven, multichannel

social audience. However, half of State of the

content strategy that includes social media. One of the

Media respondents do use these new tools and PR

first places journalists visit when a brand experiences

professionals can pitch live content ideas to journalists

a crisis is a company’s social media channels. If brands

just as they do traditional articles.

are unresponsive on social during a crisis, the media
may publish damaging social media mentions.

Multimedia And Data Elements Usage Ranking
All 2017
Respondents
Photos

1

Social Media Posts

2

Videos Including YouTube

3

Infographics

4

User Generated Content - Videos, Photos

5

Web Polls

6

Live Stream / Blogging Embeds

7

Data Interactives

8

Animated .gifs

9
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Despite the growing popularity of varied social media elements, photos are still the most often used. State of the

Media respondents said they “always” or “often” use multimedia elements 70.5 percent of the time, compared

to their use of data which respondents rated at 56 percent of “always” or “often” usage.

Cision also found that journalists rely more on newswires and stock imagery and less on staff photography as assets
for their articles than compared to last year.

DATA AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT USAGE
Always

Use of Data

8%

Use of Multimedia

0%

Seldom

Often

Never

48%

38%

21%

10%

30%

40%

Where do you most often get your image
and video content?

50%

8%

21%

49.50%

20%

5%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

To increase the relevance of the images provided to
journalists, communicators should include photo

2016

2017

Rank

credits and captions which clearly describe a photo’s

Journalists provide
photos and video

3.56

3.57

1

is responsible for the news and images). By including

Staff photographer

3.67

3.25

2

Stock image
resources (iStock)

2.6

3.01

3

Public relations
provides photos

3.1

2.93

4

2.07

2.27

5

Newswires

content, as well as the dateline city and the source (who
images in a release or a pitch, PR professionals can
both increase its relevance and the likelihood that it
will get picked up. This insight is reflected in other key
media research as well. A 2015 study by PR Newswire
found that only 42 percent of press releases included
multimedia elements, and of the top 100 most visited
releases on the site, 68 included photos or videos.

Want to learn more about how the Cision Communications Cloud can transform your PR?
Visit www.cision.com/us/communications-cloud
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2017
MEDIA TRENDS
Journalists are more prepared today to engage in
a digital-first environment and they see sponsored
content and native advertising as less important
than last year. When asked to explain their choices,

“I'm seeing huge increases in video content
over any others that I produce. Even short,
pithy pieces.”
—Newspaper Journalist, United States

the issues most often mentioned included the drive
towards mobile readership and an increase in video
requirements based on readers’ demands.

“Being able to report a big story in a variety
of ways and using various platforms is the
present and future of journalism”
– Group Blog Writer, Canada

“Mobility of message and ease of access is
the key to exposure. Journalism has to fit the
audience and our new audience is mobile.”

—Social Media Influencer, United States

Media Trends, Ranked by Popularity
2016

2016 Rank

2017

2017 Rank

Mobile Compatibililty

5.74

1

5.83

1

Video and Image-Based Content

5.41

3

5.73

2

Multimedia Journalists

5.65

2

5.64

3

Social Media as a Journalistic Resource

4.36

4

5.02

4

Big Data

N/A

N/A

4.25

Influencer Marketing

3.46

7

3.49

6

Native Advertising

3.61

5

3.15

7

Sponsored Editorial (e.g. Product Reviews)

3.54

6

2.88

8
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While multimedia is important, journalists are still
looking to public relations professionals to get the
basics right.
Cision asked journalists to rank which PR resources
they found most valuable. For the second year in a row,
press releases and story leads ranked first, followed

by expert interviews and images. Video rose one spot
from fourth to third most valuable, while products

Journalists cite press releases
and story leads as their #1 most
valuable PR resource!

to review dropped in importance. Among bloggers,
however, products ranked as the second most valuable
resource. Assistance in story writing ranked last across
).

the board (click to tweet

Which PR Resources Do You Value Most? (Ranked From 1-5)

2016

2017

Press Releases / Story Leads

1

1

Expert Interviews / Story Sources

2

2

Sourcing Images and Video

5

3

Proprietary Data

4

4

Products to Review

3

5

Assistance in Story Writing

6

6

Journalists still need compelling story ideas from
communications

professionals

and

they

need

the credibility provided to them by organizations,
executives and experts. With less time and more
reliance on trusted brands to provide accurate stories,
newswires like PR Newswire with access to PRNJ and
pitch databases like ProfNet and HARO are a critical
way for journalists to gather news they can trust.

Want to learn more about how the Cision Communications Cloud can transform your PR?
Visit www.cision.com/us/communications-cloud
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2017
MEDIA CHALLENGES
When journalists were asked to explain what they see
as the greatest challenges for the media this year, many
respondents doubled down on the concept of regaining

The Disruption of Media Business Impacts
Journalist Productivity and Performance. For
years now, journalists have had to endure shrinking

trust, the rise of misinformation and fake news. Some of

news teams and constricting budgets, and comments

the responses also lamented the fact that many media

in the State of the News Media report show that

professionals fail to fact-check stories that they follow

journalists worry about these changes. Veterans with

up on after another outlet was first to publish.

years of domain knowledge have in some cases exited
the business. The influx of newer talent might be

“If media organizations don’t fact-check each story

cheaper than their predecessors, but the level of depth

independently as it develops then articles can take

with which they may pursue a story has changed to suit

on the air of truth from repetition,” a daily newspaper

business needs.

reporter in Washington, DC said. “Just because another
news outlet published a report, that doesn’t remove
your organization’s responsibility to independently
fact-check the findings.” Reporting that another outlet
is publishing something helps spread falsehoods and
if a story isn’t verifiable, journalists shouldn’t be giving
that story airtime.
Some journalists feared that a loss of ad revenue and
Another issue is purely around setting the proper

journalism resources have driven down the quality of

context high up in a story. For example, a podcaster

work, which has enabled some facets of the media to

from California said publications have a duty to inform

grow while also leading to a decline in professional

readers in the headline when a public figure makes

standards.

comments that are not verified.

"If they make wild accusations or claims,
say so in the headline and the lead. Make
it explicit."

One magazine writer from New York said, “Shrinking
ad revenue and shrinking circulation have meant we
have to do more with less, and that ‘less’ means fact
gathering, engagement with important stakeholders
and investigative journalism.”
An independent publisher from Chicago believes a
combination of lack of resources and the fast pace of
new media is pushing some writers and publishers out
of the industry.

Cision State of the Media Report 2017
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“We have to stay ahead of the trends of
electronic media and that means investing in new types of content. If we don’t
stay ahead, we lose revenue and readers
to the ever-growing list of sites and for(click
mats that are trying to replace us.”
to tweet

)

As the traditional media pool shrinks or evolves, it’s
more important than ever that communications
professionals know which media professionals they are
targeting and that the topics are most important to
them. This can be accomplished by having a persistently
maintained media database, and having a way to
automatically track what stories those influencers
write or are interested in creating. In doing so, public
relations and communications professionals can move
from “spray and pray” pitching approaches to hypertargeted, relevant engagement with their influencers.
A brand’s sphere of influence has never been as complex
and onerous to manage. Even in this strange media
climate, reporters, producers and editors can unlock
enormous potential for reaching audiences, impacting
opinions and driving value. When communicators know
more about who they are pitching, what reporters need
and how to help them get ahead, brands can build
trust and nurture relationships.

Want to learn more about how the Cision Communications Cloud can transform your PR?
Visit www.cision.com/us/communications-cloud
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ABOUT THE CISION 2017
STATE OF THE MEDIA REPORT
Cision conducted its 2017 State of the Media Survey

This year’s survey collected more than 1,550 responses

during a three-week period between January and

from journalists, editors, influencers and producers. Of

February 2017. Surveys were emailed to members

those, 200 work in Canada and 1,350 work in the United

of the Cision Media Database, who are vetted by the

States. Of these respondents 960 are traditional media

company’s media research team to verify their positions

professionals, such as reporters, editors, producers, radio

as media professionals, influencers and bloggers.

hosts and broadcasters. Of the non-traditional media
professionals, 340 identified themselves as bloggers
while 250 respondents identified as Internet video and
social media publishers.

1,500
RESPONDENTS

200

1,350

UNITED STATES

960

TRADITIONAL

CANADA

340

BLOGGERS

250

INTERNET VIDEO

MEDIA

& SOCIAL MEDIA

PROFESSIONALS

PUBLISHERS
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Cision is a leading media communication technology and analytics company
that enables marketers and communicators to effectively manage their earned

ABOUT
CISION

media programs in coordination with paid and owned channels to drive business impact. As the creator of the Cision Communications Cloud™, the first-ofits-kind earned media cloud-based platform, Cision has combined cutting-edge
data, analytics, technology and services into a unified communication ecosystem
that brands can use to build consistent, meaningful and enduring relationships
with influencers and buyers in order to amplify their marketplace influence.

For more information, visit www.cision.com or follow @Cision
on Twitter.

Want to learn more about how the Cision Communications Cloud can transform your PR?
Visit www.cision.com/us/communications-cloud
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